The most crucial factor that degrades a high speed VLSI is the signal propagation delay in a routing tree. It is estimated additively by the amount of the source-to-sink path length and total length. To design a routing tree in which these two are balancingly small, we propose an algorithm to construct a spanning tree, by which a tree is constructed in a hybrid way of the Minimum-Tree and Shortest-Path Tree algorithms. The idea is extended to finding such a rectilinear Steiner tree. Experiments are given to show how these source-to-sink path length and total length are balanced and small.
Introduction
In the design of recent VLSI's, signal propagation delay is one of the most critical factors which influence the performance of a circuit. To minimize signal delay from the source terminal to more than one sink terminals of a signal net, many routing algorithms have been proposed [l, 3, 4, 6, 8, 9, lo] .
Assuming the Elmore delay model [ll] , the objective is to reduce both the total length and the path length from the source to each sink on the routing tree. The Minimum Spanning Tree (MST) algorithm realizes the minimum total length, but may contain very long source-to-sink paths. The Shortest Path Tree (SPT) algorithm realizes the minimum sourceto-sink path length, but may have excessive total length. The difficulty is in constructing a routing tree that has the balanced small total length (cost) and path length (radzus).
The Rectilinear Steiner Tree (RST) is the more practical routing tree in conventional designs. Then, the problem is extended to construct an RST with the balanced small cost and radius.
An MST or SPT can he found by the polynomial time algorithms. Hence, as the course of arguments, reasonable heuristics are Prim based [3] , Kruskal based [lO] , Dijkstra based, or their balanced based [l] , introducing the idea of the bound of radius. Note that the problem of finding a minimum spanning tree or Steiner tree with a bounded path length is NP-hard [7, 51. 'This research has been supported by CAD21 at TIT. Alpert et al. [l] showed a trade-off between total length and source-to-sink path length. Pyo et a1.[10] showed an algorithm (called BKRUS) which constructs less total length trees than previous algorithms under the source-to-sink path length bound.
Some heuristics so far proposed take the-radius bound into consideration when closing the radius bound, and others do independently of the distance from the source. The former strategy tends to increase the cost in the later stage and the latter does in the earlier stage. Therefore a good algorithm should take the radius bound into considerations continuously according to the distance, for example, by weight distancelradius constraint. In this sense the existing methods are not satisfactory.
We propose a new heuristic algorithm for spanning trees and its extended algorithm for rectilinear Steiner trees to design a routing tree in which cost and radius are balancingly small. They not only perform over the existing methods but the strategy is elegant: the transformation of distance with respect to the radius bound and the distance from the source makes the resultant tree automatically satisfy the radius constraint.
Definitions
A szgnal net V = {v,, V I , . . . , v,} is a set of terminals to be connected on the Manhattan(L1 metrzc) plane, with v, the source and V I , . . . , U, sznks. A routzng tree T = (VT, ET) is a spanning tree or a rectilinear Steiner tree of V . VT consists of all the terminals and Steiner points (if the tree is a Steiner tree), and the edges in ET connect those points of VT.
For two points p, and pJ (terminals or Steiner points) on the plane, D (p,,p,) is the distance between two points. The length of edge is the distance between its end points. For two points pz and pJ on T , the length of the path between them in T is denoted by D~ ( p~, p~) .
The cost of T is the sum of lengths of its edges, and the radzus of T is
R(T) = ~u.~Ev(DT(v,,v)).
Let R , , , = muz,,Ey-(D(v,, U ) ) , the distance from the source to the farthest sink. 
As RR is smaller or vertex v k under consideration is more distant from U , , C nionotonically increases with more stress on the first term. Put it an extrema1 case when C is very small (RR = 00 or v k is close to ws), H ( v , , v k ) N D(wz, vk) . This is the increase of total length when v k is added to T Then CRBT plays as Prim's algorithm towards an MST. In contrast, if C closes to 1 ( D ( v , , v H(v,,wk) approximates the path length from U , to wk via vertices on T. Then CRBT performs like Dijkstra's algorithm towards an SPT.
Algorzthm CRBT
1. VT = {vS}, ET = (6. 2. Let v, E VT and v k 4 VT be the pair which minimizes the cost function H
Theorem 1 CRBT constructs a wzth R(T) 5 RR.
Proof; Clearly, the initial tree satisfies R(T) 5 RR.
Assume that a tree T' under construction satisfies R(T') 5 RR but tree T", which is made by adding edge (v,, vk) to T' in the algorithm, does not.
Since 
Steiner Tree Algorithm
T (Cost-Radius Balanced Tree) constructs a rectilinear Steiner tree T with R(T) 5 RR.
Let VRST be the set of vertices which are terminals or Steiner points contained in the current RST during construction and ERST the set of edges. e,? E ERST denotes a directed edge from v, to wj. Algorzthm CRBST
VRST = { v s , v t } , ERST = { e s t }
2 Let e,? E ERsT*and vk $ ! V R~T be the pair which minimizes the cost function I However H ( v , , v k ) = D ( v s , vk) by definition. This contradicts hange the slant edges into L-shaped layo ge shall be transformed to a by cost function I is expecting the connection being completed with the shortest possible length.
Step 3 is to realize it by inserting Steiner point. An edge is replaced by three edges as shown in Figure 2 . If the edge is slant, its partial layout is determined to achieve the shortest connection. The possibilities not concerned with the shortest connection are left as replaced new slant edge. In the degenerated case when the middle point coincides with U , or v j , an edge is added to T .
Step 5 is to make slant edges left after
Step 3 rectilinearized. An example of the procedure is shown in Figure 3 . The proof can be done analogous to the proof of Theorem 1, and omitted.
The time complexity of CRBST is O(n2 logn). This is attained by the following ideas. For each terminal uk 6 V R~T , keep the evaluation I with respect to every edge e E ERST in a heap.
Step 2 to find the minimum I can be done in O(n). In Step 3, addition and reconfiguration can be done in constant time, and renewal of each heap after reconfiguration can be done in O(1ogn). Thus, Step 3 works in O(n1ogn) each time. Note that the Steiner points need not be counted in number of vertices since any Steiner point is from the beginning inside T . Other operations are smaller than this in order. Since the repetition is O(n), the total time is O(n2 logn).
Experimental Results

Environments
Spanning Tree Problem
We tested CRBT, BKRUS (Pyo's), and Alpert's.
RR, the only parameter, is set RR = R,,, f c and c is changed between 0.00 -1.00.
The first term in comparison is the Radius Ratao which is the radius of resultant trees by each algorithm over that by SPT algorithm, the latter attains the smallest. Therefore, the radius ratio is not smaller than 1 and the smaller the better.
The second term in comparison is the Cost Ratio which is the cost by each over that by MST algcrithm, the latter attains the minimum. Therefore, the cost ratio is not smaller than 1 and the smaller the better.
The third term in comparison is the CPU time on Intel DX4 PC.
Randomly generated 300 nets are tested and the values in the table are their averages. The results are shown in Table 1 .
Steiner Tree Problem
Steiner tree versions of the above three algorithms are compared in the same environments. The results are in Table 2 .
Analysis
Single Performance
As for the spanning trees, CRBT constructs smaller radius but costier spanning trees than those by BKRUS for each RR. As the size of the net becomes large, the difference of CPU time is significant because the time complexity of BKRUS is O(n3) but those of CRBT and Alpert's are O ( n 2 ) . For the Steiner trees, similar trends are found.
Cost-Radius Balance
CRBT is so designed to take the path length limit RR into consideration from the very early stage while no risk of limit violation is expected. Thus, by nature, CRBT tends to construct trees whose radius are excessively smaller than given RR. It seems a preferable feature in a sense unless it is done in sacrifice of cost. To see the point, the Cost-Radius Balance graph is shown in Figure 4 , taking the axes as radius ratio versus cost ratio. The curb of each algorithm is shown with c ranging from 0 to 1 by 0.04. The samples are 200 randomly generated nets of 20 terminals for each RR(= Rmar/c). The result could be analyzed that CRBT constructs better cost-radius balanced trees than others showing a smooth trade-off.
The same experiments for the Steiner trees were done whose result is in Figure 5 . It also shows superior performance of our algorithm over the existing ones. Table 2 Comparison of Steiner tree algorithms.
Conclusions
We have presented two heuristic algorithms CRBT and CRBST which construct a spanning and a Steiner tree with a fairly good balance between cost and radius, and showed the performance of our algorit hms.
